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About the
Minerals Council
“The Minerals Council
South Africa is a mining
industry employers’
organisation that
supports and promotes
the South African
mining industry.”
It serves members and promotes their
interests by providing strategic support
and advisory input.

Members include large and small
companies producing over 50 different
minerals, collectively producing 90%
of South Africa’s minerals by value.
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Women in Mining
the journey so far
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Our journey so far
Minerals Council launched its

WOMEN
IN MINING
INITIATIVE
to enhance representation and
development of women in
mining industry

Now we have developed a 2020 roadmap
towards achieving our ambition, sharing
potential initiatives and a strategy
definition process for member
companies to leverage
To achieve this, the Minerals Council aims to streamline
member companies' gender diversity and inclusion strategies
and implementation effort.
First steps in March 2020:
• Launch of the White Paper
• Launch of gender-based violence initiative
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Why a Strategy?
1
Benefits of diversity are
material… and proven
• Diverse companies perform
better financially (+6% net
profit in companies with >=
30% women in leadership)

• Diversity improves
performance culture and
workplace environment (19%
more revenue from
innovation in diverse
companies)

2
Diversity is a global and
South African priority acceleration is crucial
• UN SDGs include 2 goals on
gender equality and inclusive
workplaces
• NDP2030 emphasises gender
diversity throughout execution
of plan
• Mining Charter III has 8
gender diversity targets

3

4

Improving diversity is an
ethical imperative

Diversity alone is not
enough, it is inclusion that
unlocks value

• All people, regardless of their
identity, should have access to
the same opportunities

• It is important to increase
diversity throughout
organisation

• Right to equality is protected
under the Constitution

• Inclusion ensures positive
impact and results of diversity
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Ongoing
dynamic WiM
communication
strategy

Public
celebration of
women in mining
COVID heroes

Commitment
from companies
to deliver seven
foundational
measures

Development of
WiM
organisational
structure

Defining role of
women in
COVID-19
response

SIX
PRIORITY
INITIATIVES

Integration of
inclusion best
practices in
mining
modernisation
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Seven foundational measures

1

Reaffirm Zero Tolerance for
GBV through Stop Abuse
campaign

5

Deploy ongoing companywide
pulse check survey

2

Develop gender diversity and
inclusion policies

6

Build inclusive physical
environment

3

Provide reporting system for
gender diversity issues

7

Supply PPE for women
specifically

4

Initiate unconscious bias
training to transform culture
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Clear steps for members to define their strategy
1

2

Diagnosis of the company's
current situation

Evidence-based
prioritisation of focus areas

Conduct employee
survey to:
• assess current gender
diversity and inclusion
status quo
• identify existing initiatives
that are effective
• determine gaps

Based on employee survey
results and company context,
company prioritises across its
focus areas and details its
diversity and inclusion
strategy

3
Selection of initiatives
to build action plan
Initiatives to be selected
out of long-list based on
three types:
• 'Foundational measures’
• 'Proven measures'
• 'Hidden gems'
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Challenges and opportunities of COVID-19
Opportunities

Challenges

• Pilot of remote working models and technology

• De-prioritisation of topic as companies respond to
COVID- 19 crisis

• Push to implement technology with potential to benefit and attract women
• Mindset shift offering opportunity to challenge status-quo, incl. gender
diversity

• Reduced (gender) diversity budget due to cost cutting
• Decreased recruiting resulting in fewer women joining industry
• Disproportionate retrenchment of women owing to
unconscious biases

Potential to strengthen the industry
Resilience:

Diversion and inclusion = innovation and resilience

Innovative thinking

Diversity = broader perspectives = improved problem-solving and innovation

Collaborative teaming

Women-centric teams are more collaborative and inclusive

Female lighthouse

Enhanced inclusion will contribute to new narrative of
mining industry
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Implementing the
Foundational
Measures
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FM 1: Reaffirm Zero Tolerance for GBV through
Stop Abuse campaign
AIM:
propose a strategy on GBV for industry to implement

ACTIONS:
• An industry-wide survey was drafted for completion
• The survey was distributed to member companies
on 28 May 2021
• The survey closed on 9 July and the results are
being analysed
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FM 2: Develop gender diversity and inclusion policies

AIM: to provide a framework for the mining sector
towards realising its commitment to gender equality,
diversity and inclusion integrating gender equity into
its policies, structures, systems and operations

ACTION:
• A Gender Diversity and Inclusion policy Framework
was completed and distributed to Minerals Council
member companies on 14 May 2021 for adoption
and action
• Review will be conducted in January 2022
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FM 3: Provide reporting system for
gender diversity issues
AIM: build a reporting system for gender diversity
issues: monitoring company

ACTIONS:
• Dashboard approved with 13 KPIs covering:
• Policies
• Culture
• Career progression/management
• Reward and recognition
• Learning and growth
• Safety
• Dashboard to be launched in August.
• Companies to load data quarterly with annual reporting
to relevant structures.
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FM 4: Initiate unconscious bias training
to transform culture
AIM:
Draft a framework to conceptualise unconscious bias
and devise a strategy template to guide companies
in tackling unconscious bias

ACTIONS:
Work in progress
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FM 5: Deploy ongoing companywide
pulse check surveys
AIM:
Propose a strategy to address companywide
pulse check surveys

ACTIONS:
• Pulse check survey drafted and completed.
• Surveys to be circulate to companies in September.
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FM 6&7: Build inclusive physical environment,
PPE for women
AIM:
Propose a guideline whereby appropriate PPE and
logistics are in place for female employees

ACTIONS:
• Survey of physical environment and PPE for women
conducted in June 2021
• Results of survey presented to Minerals Council Board
and approved that companies should do more to
improve physical conditions
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WiM Communications

initiatives
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National Day of Women in Mining 2020
• The work of Women in Mining needs to be a 24/7/365 commitment however, taking a moment in time to focus on what we are doing and
why we are doing it
• Media attention and social media engagement have an important role to
play in reaching out to employees across the industry – as well as the
women we hope will consider minign acreers as a result of the work we
are doing
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Celebrating Covid-19 Heroes 2020
• Since the start of the Covid-19 pandemic, there has been an increasing acknowledgement that it
has had a disproportionate impact on women
• In our industry, so much of the critical work at all levels of our response has come from women –
the Covid-19 Heroes initiative looked to acknowledge that contribution
• Ten heroes were selected from over 80 nominations, and their stories publicised
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GBV initiatives
• An initiative which speaks to all industry employees, their families and their communities
• Your obligation is not only to prevent GBV at our places of work, but to have an impact
on the challenges facing industry employees away from the workplace
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Collaborations
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Conclusion
• Minerals Council prioritises WiM

• New programme formally established
in 2020
• Company involvement high with much
enthusiasm
• Baselines being established across
many FMs
• Collaborations will be critical for
success of programme
• THE FUTURE IS BRIGHT FOR
WOMEN IN MINING
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THANK YOU
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